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Executive Overview 

 

This analyses aims to analyze the procedural actions undertaken by the prosecution and the 

court in dealing with the case known as "Fake Veterans". As the prosecutorial and judicial system are 

the main institutions in the fight against organized crime and corruption, it is of particular importance 

and interest to analyze what has been done by these institutions to address this issue, in which senior 

institutional and political figures are involved. 

Part of this research are the analysis of the indictment, the decision of the Basic Court in 

Prishtina regarding the refusal of the measure to temporarily secure the property claim, the conflict of 

subject matter competences between the departments, the violations identified by Justice Today and 

the recommendations to the relevant institutions.1 

According to the findings of this analysis, Justice Today notes that the indictment filed by the 

SPRK contains great flaws. The indictment includes all the defendants at one point in the enacting 

clause and fails to explain the defendants' incriminating actions separately, a necessary element in 

clarifying the role of each accused person in the case. Such an action jeopardizes the viability of the 

whole case and weakens its representation before the court. 

Secondly, according to the Justice Today's analysis, the court violated the provisions of the 

Republic of Kosovo's Criminal Procedure Code (CPPRK) which define the legal deadlines for scheduling 

the court hearings. More precisely, the court violated the legal provisions that determine the 

scheduling of the initial hearing, exceeding that deadline by 21 days; as well as violating the legal 

provisions that determine the scheduling of the trial, exceeding it by more than 200 days. Such a 

practice as an effect delays the case, thus delaying justice and failing to fight crime and corruption in 

the country. 

Thirdly, according to this analysis, the Basic Court of Pristina, by rejecting the SPRK's request 

to apply the temporary measure to prohibit pensions against persons suspected of unlawfully acquiring 

the status of "War Veteran", has issued an illegal decision. Nevertheless, the court has considered that 

the request of the SPRK is addressed to a third person, in this case the Ministry of Labor and Social 

Welfare of the Republic of Kosovo - Department for Families of Martyrs, War Invalids and Civilian 

Victims (MLSW), which is not a party charged in this process and does not address the defendants, 

therefore it was rejected. Justice Today considers that such a legal interpretation should not be applied 

in the present case since in this case the MLSW is an executive rather than a decision-making body, 

much less a third party in the proceedings. Accordingly, the MLSW does not need to be part of the 

indictment since in this case it serves as an institution that executes the decisions of the Governmental 

Commission for Recognition and Verification of the Status of Martyrs of the Nation, Invalids, Veterans, 

Members and Internees of the Liberation Army War of Kosovo (Government Commission), which are 

suspected of being illegal, and its members are persons indicted by the SPRK. 

Fourth, Justice Today considers that the Presiding Judge's action which restricted photography, 

television recording of parts of the witnesses’ testimony and the ban of reporting witnesses’ testimony, 

which further it warned the civil society monitors and international actors to publish witnesses’ names 

                                                           
1 The investigations have been based on the following documents: Indictment No. PPS.12 / 2018, dated 13.09.2018, Improved Indictment 
PPS.12 / 201, dated 07.12.2018, Ruling of the Basic Court in Prishtina - Department of Justice Serious Crime number PKR.nr.230 / 2018 dated 
19.06.2019, on the request for dismissal of the indictment and challenge of the evidence, Ruling of the Court of Appeal of the Republic of 
Kosovo- Special Department number PN.S.nr. 1/2019 of 07.08.2019, regarding the Request for Dismissal of the Indictment and Opposition to 
the Evidence, Instruction of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Kosovo of 25.09. 2019, on the Request of the Court of Appeal on which 
department will be responsible for the proceeding of the case, Decision No. PKR.no.230 / 18 of 26.03.2019, on the request for the issuance of 
an interim measure legal property claims as well as electronic media sources. 
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only with initials; is an unlawful decision because in this case we are not dealing with a protected 

witness or a cooperative witness. Consequently, with such a ruling the court violated all the principles 

of a transparent judgment by damaging the public's trust in the justice system. 

Next the analysis will present a brief profile of the case defendants, the journey of this case to 

various prosecutors, a more detailed elaboration of the legal violations identified up to this stage of 

the proceedings and the Supreme Court's decision concerning the competence of the Serious Crimes 

Department to adjudicate this case. 

 

Introduction 

 

In the case known as the case of "Fake Veterans" involved are institutional actors which during 

the wartime in Kosovo held the status of the fighters and in the postwar period maintained various 

institutional and political positions. Apart from the fact that such persons are the accused in this case, 

the first prosecutor to investigate the same, Prosecutor Elez Blakaj, resigned from his position with the 

allegation that Chief State Prosecutor Alexander Lumezi and former Prime Minister of the Republic of 

Kosovo Ramush Haradinaj has attempted to interfere with investigations conducted by him.2 Such 

news has made titles. Consequently, this case is monitored closely by many local and international 

actors who value the work of the justice system in Kosovo. 

According to the SPRK indictment, originally drafted by the former prosecutor Blakaj, in this 

case 12 persons are charged with the abuse of official position or authority. Acting as members of the 

Government Commission for the Recognition and Verification of the Status of Martyrs of the Nation, 

Invalids, Veterans, Members and Internees of the Kosovo Liberation Army War, over the period from 

2011 to 2017, some with their actions and some with inaction have allowed the status of "Fake 

Veteran" to be unlawfully recognized, to persons who did not meet the required criteria. The same, 

despite the fact that they were aware of the numerous irregularities in this process have allowed the 

process of recognition of this status to carry on by illegally legalizing the status of "Veteran Fighter". 

Even more noteworthy in this case is the fact that high profile figures are involved, where the 

indictment is led by Agim Ceku, who held the position of the Chairman of the Government Commission 

for the Recognition and Verification of the Status of the Nation's Martyr, the Invalid, Veteran, Member 

and Internee of the Kosovo Liberation War.3 At the same time Mr. Ceku, at that time was Minister of 

the Kosovo Security Force.4 Also, he was Prime Minister of the Government of Kosovo in the period 

from 1 March 2011 to 9 December 2014.5 Not to forget the fact that he, too, was Chief of Staff of the 

Kosovo Liberation Army during the war, and at the end of the war assumed the leadership of the 

Security Force of Kosovo as a general.6 

                                                           
2 Sinjal, "Blakaj Denounces Lumezi's Interventions:" Make sure to call you through people in the office or their phones .. " September 2019, 
(available at: https://sinjali.com/blakaj-denoncon-nderhyrjet-e-lumezit-sigurohet-te-te-therras-permes-njerezve-te-afert-te-tij-ne-zyre-ose-permes-telefonave-te-
tyre/) 
3 Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, Indictment No. PS.nr.12 / 2018, dated 07 December 2019. 
4  Ministry of Forces and Security of Kosovo (link: https://mod.rks-gov.net/?page=2,24,559#.XekJ0-hKhPY) 
5  Radio Evropa e Lire, “Agim Ceku Elected as New Prime Minister of Kosovo”, date 10.03.2006, ( available at: 
https://www.evropaelire.org/a/994377.html). 
6 Voice of America "General Agim Ceku is arrested 2003-10-22", February 27, 2010, (available at: https: //www.zeriamerikes.com/a/a-30-a-
2003-10-22-4-1- 85656992 / 429655.html) 

https://sinjali.com/blakaj-denoncon-nderhyrjet-e-lumezit-sigurohet-te-te-therras-permes-njerezve-te-afert-te-tij-ne-zyre-ose-permes-telefonave-te-tyre/
https://sinjali.com/blakaj-denoncon-nderhyrjet-e-lumezit-sigurohet-te-te-therras-permes-njerezve-te-afert-te-tij-ne-zyre-ose-permes-telefonave-te-tyre/
https://www.evropaelire.org/a/994377.html
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Another high-profile figure charged is Nuredin Lushtaku, who was a member of the Commission and 

responsible for the Drenica Operational Zone.7 Lushtaku at that time held the position of Deputy in the 

Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo.8 

Then, deputy Shkumbin Demaliaj as a member of the commission and a representative of the 

Dukagjini Operational Zone, who, after filing the indictment and publishing the names of fake veterans, 

began insulting and threatening former Prosecutor Elez Blakaj.9 A threatening trial is underway in 

connection with the case, with former deputy Milaim Zeka also being charged.10 

Whereas another high profile figure indicted in this criminal case is former Minister of Defense 

Rrustem Berisha, at the same time a representative of the former Ministry of Defense in the 

Commission, while in 2017 he was elected a Minister of the Ministry of Security Force of Kosovo.11 

The same in the Kosovo war was also Brigade Commander 131 / G03 / 138 “Agim Ramadani” in 

Koshare.12 

Further in this indictment is included former deputy Shukri Buja, as a representative of the 

Nerodima Operational Zone. We recall that Buja was found guilty by the Basic Court in Prishtina on 

charges of abuse of office and sentenced to 3 years in prison.13 It is worth noting that the judgment 

was objected and the case was returned for re-examination by the Court of Appeals, due to substantial 

violations of the criminal procedure provisions.14 This case is among the cases targeted for visa 

liberalization. Former deputy Buja is also invited to the Special Court as a suspect of war crimes.15 

Whereas, the accused Faik Fazliu, served in this Committee as a representative of the Office 

of the Prime Minister and at the same time as Head of the Secretariat of the Commission.16 Also, in 

this indictment are accused of position abuse, as members of the Commission and representatives of 

OVL-KLA-Smajl Elezaj, SHIL-Fadil Shurdhaj, and SHFD-Xhavit Jashari.17 Also accused are members of 

the Sadik Halitjaha Commission, a representative of the Pashtrik Operational Zone, an area which, 

according to the indictment, has the highest number of fake veterans, accused Ahmet Daku, the 

former president of the KLA Veterans, in the Commission he was representative for the Karadak 

Operational Zone, and Qele Gashi, a representative of the Llap Operating Zone.18 

Consequently, this indictment includes 12 persons charged with the offense of "Abuse of 

Official Position or Authority" pursuant to Article 422 par. 1 in conjunction with Article 31 of the CCRK.19 

The accused are Agim Ceku, Nuredin Lushtaku, Sadik Halitjaha, Shkumbin Demaliaj, Qelë Gashi, 

Shukri Buja, Ahmet Daku, Rrustem Berisha, Faik Fazliu, Smajl Elezaj, Fadil Shurdhaj and Xhavit 

Jashari.20 

 

                                                           
7 Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, Indictment No. PS.nr.12 / 2018, dated 07 December 2019. 
8  The Republic of Kosovo Skenderaj, (available at: https://kk.rks-gov.net/skenderaj/staff/nuredin-lushtaku//) 
9 FMImages, "Shkumbin Demaliaj Out of Control, Threatens Elez Blakaj: Idiot, I'll Find You in America", 17.09.2018, (available at: 
https://www.fmimages.net/shkumbin-demaliaj-del-jashte-kontrollit-kercenon-elez-blakajn-idiot-do-te-te-gjej-ne-amerike/ ) 
10 Oath of Justice "Indictment against former deputies Shkumbin Demalijaj and Milaim Zeka, accused of threatening prosecutors", dated 
05.09.2019 (available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/aktakuze-ndaj-ish-deputeteve-shkumbin-demalijaj-e-milaim-zeka-akuzohen-per-kanosjen-e-

prokuroreve/?fbclid=IëAR1halBrmxhp85vAqpMcP1lUDtMPEmnjjyXx_rkP3Ph5c1MUhk2ApCdË2Is) 
11 Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Kosovo  (available at: https://mod.rks-gov.net/?page=1,666#.XekJmOhKhPY) 
12 Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Kosovo  (available at: https://mod.rks-gov.net/?page=1,700#.XelhF-hKhdg) 
13 Basic Court of Pristina - Judgment No. 5/17, dated 5 November 2018. 
14 Court of Appeals of the Republic of Kosovo, Decision No. PKR.nr.138 / 19, dated 12 June 2019. 
15 Online Index "Shukri Buja departs for The Hague", July 31, 2019, (available at: https://indeksonline.net/shukri-buja-niset-per-ne-hage/ ) 
16 Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, Indictment No. PS.nr.12 / 2018, dated 07 December 2019. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 422 and Article 31, 13.07.2012, (available at: 
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2834) 
20 Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, Indictment No. PS.nr.12 / 2018, dated 07 December 2019. 

https://kk.rks-gov.net/skenderaj/staff/nuredin-lushtaku/
https://www.fmimages.net/shkumbin-demaliaj-del-jashte-kontrollit-kercenon-elez-blakajn-idiot-do-te-te-gjej-ne-amerike/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/aktakuze-ndaj-ish-deputeteve-shkumbin-demalijaj-e-milaim-zeka-akuzohen-per-kanosjen-e-prokuroreve/?fbclid=IwAR1halBrmxhp85vAqpMcP1lUDtMPEmnjjyXx_rkP3Ph5c1MUhk2ApCdW2Is
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/aktakuze-ndaj-ish-deputeteve-shkumbin-demalijaj-e-milaim-zeka-akuzohen-per-kanosjen-e-prokuroreve/?fbclid=IwAR1halBrmxhp85vAqpMcP1lUDtMPEmnjjyXx_rkP3Ph5c1MUhk2ApCdW2Is
https://mod.rks-gov.net/?page=1,666#.XekJmOhKhPY
https://mod.rks-gov.net/?page=1,700#.XelhF-hKhdg
https://indeksonline.net/shukri-buja-niset-per-ne-hage/
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2834
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Indictment filed by SPRK 

 

The SPRK, after gathering information and evidence from a probe number PPS.nr.73 / 2017, 

who spoke on suspicion of inflating veterans’ lists has opened a new investigation for most members 

of the Central Commission for Recognition and Verification of Status of Veterans and other categories 

exited from the KLA war, under number PPS.nr.12 / 2018, dated 07.05.2018, for the offense of 

"Abuse of official position or authority", according to Article 422 of the CCRK.21 Other investigative 

actions were taken as part of this investigation, such that the SPRK had extended the investigation to 

members of the aforementioned Commission on 08.06.2018 on suspicion of having committed the 

same criminal offense.22 On September 13, 2018, the PRSK, through prosecutor Afrim Shefkiu, filed 

the indictment for the ‘Veterans case’ in the court. 

Whereas, on 09.10.2018, after receiving the indictment in court, the Presiding Judge, Nushe 

Kuka-Mekaj, returned the indictment for improvement and clarification of the factual description of 

the offense in the indictment, regarding the criminal offense, according to the Article 442 par.3 and 4 

in conjunction with par.1 and Article 241 par.1 point 1.4 of the CCPRK. 23  Consequently, on 

07.12.2018, SPRK filed indictment with case number PPS.nr.12 / 2018, dated 13.09.2018,24 against 

the defendants: Agim Ceku, Nuredin Lushtaku, Sadik Halitjaha, Shkumbin Demaliaj, Qele Gashi, 

Shukri Buja , Ahmet Daku, Rrustem Berisha, Faik Fazliu, Smajl Elezaj, Fadil Shurdhaj and Xhavit 

Jashari, for the offense of complicity “Abusing official position or authority”, according to Article 422 

par.1 in connection with Article 31 of the CCRK, proposing to impose an temporary measure for 

securing the property claim.25 

Based on the indictment filed by the SPRK, the defendant Agim Ceku, as a Chairman of the 

Committee and members of the Commission Nuredin Lushtaku, Sadik Halitjaha, Shkumbin Demaliaj, 

Qele Gashi, Shukri Buja, Ahmet Daku, Rrustem Berisha, Faik Fazliu, Smajl Elezaj, Fadil Shurdhaj and 

Xhavit Jashari, as members of the Commission, are charged with violating applicable laws and rules 

established by the Commission itself, enabling other persons to illegally obtain the status of KLA War 

Veteran, despite the fact that the completed and submitted applications clearly show that they belong 

to other categories of veterans.26 

According to this indictment, after commencing the job as a member of the Committee of 

Defendants Nuredin Lushtaku, representative of Drenica Operational Zone, Sadik Halitjaha, 

representative of Pashtrik Operational Zone, Shkumbin Demalijaj, representative of Dukagjini 

Operational Zone, Qele Gashi, representative of Zone Llap Operations, Shukri Buja, representative of 

Nerodima Operational Zone, Ahmet Daku, representative of Karadak Operational Zone, and Rrustem 

Berisha, former Ministry of Defense representative, are accused of having directly categorized the 

KLA's "Veteran Fighter", applicants belonging to other categories of veterans using criteria other than 

those prescribed by law, by using official duty and authority in the areas authorized by the Commission. 

                                                           
21 Debat Plus me Ermal Pandurin Tema: Veteranët e vërtetë 20.09.2018 (available at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJavQlfrWCw ) 
22 Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, Indictment No. PS.nr.12 / 2018 of 07 December 2019. 
23 Oath of Justice, "Veterans Indictment Returns to Special Prosecution for Improvement and Clarification", 10 October 2019 (available at: linku: 
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/aktakuza-e-veteraneve-i-kthehet-prokurorise-speciale-per-permiresim-dhe-qartesim/)  
24 The date 13.09.2018 represents the date on which the indictment was filed in the “Veterans” case for the first time by the Special Prosecutor 
Afrim Shefkiu. Whereas, the date 07.12.2018 represents the date which is considered as the official date of filing the indictment by the Special 
Prosecutors Enver Krasniqi and Valdet Gashi, since on that date the completed indictment was filed upon the request of the case judge, Nushe 
Kuka-Mekaj. 
25Special Prosecution Indictment with PS.nr.12 / 2018 dated 07 December 2019  
26 Special Prosecution Indictment with PS.nr.12 / 2018 dated 07 December 2019 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJavQlfrWCw
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/aktakuza-e-veteraneve-i-kthehet-prokurorise-speciale-per-permiresim-dhe-qartesim/
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Also, according to the indictment, the defendants were informed about all deviations, 

irregularities, and non-compliances with the legislation in force by the former Operational Zones and 

other subordinate units in the field, which has led to an increase in the number of KLA fighter veterans. 

Furthermore, besides the process of recognition and verification, the same persons who verified the 

applications in the first phase have conducted objection procedures, acting in breach of Regulation 

No. 23/2012, by permitting the possibility of further manipulation and increase in the number of 

veterans. Moreover, the defendants, did not fulfil their official duty by having begun to distribute 

“Veteran Fighter” certificates before the end of the objection procedure and the approval of the final 

lists.27 

Subsequently, the mindful defendants who illegally conducted the process of verification and 

recognition of "Veteran Fighter" status, intentionally overlooked the signature in the third page of 

applications that would prove the accuracy of the data presented and the recognition or rejection of 

the status required.28 At the end of this process, the defendants granted 46,230 KLA Veteran Fighters, 

of which 19,500 beneficiaries, according to the indictment, were not qualified for this category.29 

Always according to the indictment of Prosecutor Blakaj, as unlawful veterans with figures 

appear in: Ministry of Defense 107 Illegal Veterans, Shala Operating Area 1289 Illegal Veterans, 

Pashtrik Operational Zone 4701 Illegal Veterans, Illegal Operating Zone 823, Karadak Operational 

Zone 396 Illegal Veterans, Dukagjini Operating Area and largest with 7949 Illegal Veterans, Drenica 

Operating Area 2330 Illegal Veterans, KLA General Staff 272 Illegal Veterans, ULPMB 779 , and 

Operation Arrows 1035 Illegal Veterans. With these unlawful actions it is alleged that the budget of 

the Republic of Kosovo was damaged in the amount of 88,769,217.04 euros.30 

It is worth noting that the key prosecutors in the case representing this indictment are Enver 

Krasniqi and Valdet Gashi since prosecutor Afrim Shefkiu withdrew from the case after filing the 

indictment in the Basic Court in Pristina - Department for Serious Crimes. Thus, the case of "Fake 

Veterans" is now being represented by the third and fourth prosecutors in a row since they have been 

continuously changed from the investigation phase to the present phase of judicial review. 

 

     - The Violation of the Article 241 of the CCPRK which specifies the elements of the indictment. 

In the analysis of this indictment, Justice Today finds that it contains numerous flaws, as it did 

not explain the incriminating actions of the defendants separately. In the indictment filed by the SPRK, 

all defendants are involved at one point in the enacting clause, although the Prosecutor was given 

sufficient time to complete and clarify this indictment and was also warned by the prosecution and the 

court. The Prosecution is obliged to fulfill this legal obligation in accordance with Article 241 of the 

CPCK. 

As the SPRK failed to address this issue and did not specify the incriminating actions of all the 

defendants separately as set forth by the CCPRK, there is a risk that this indictment may be poorly 

represented before the court and lead to impunity of the defendants and their acquittal in the absence 

of a precise and legal indictment based on concrete evidence. 

 

 

The Trial of the case at the Department of Serious Crimes at the Basic Court in Pristina 

                                                           
27 Ibid. 
28 Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, Indictment No. PS.nr.12 / 2018, dated 07 December 2019. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, Indictment No. PS.nr.12 / 2018 of 07 December 2019) 
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       - Violation of the Article 242 par.4 of the CCPRK that determines the scheduling of an initial 

hearing following the indictment filament and Article 314 par 1.2 of the CCPRK. 

 

More than six months after the indictment was filed on March 14, 2019, the Initial Hearing in 

the “Fake Veterans” case was held. Thus, without a good start of the judicial trial of this criminal case, 

legal violations were found. On 07 December 2018, the improved indictment was filed in the Basic 

Court of Pristina, and the initial hearing was scheduled more than 21 days after the statutory deadline, 

in violation of Article 242 par.4 of the KPCC. According to this article it is stated that: "The single trial 

judge or presiding trial judge shall immediately determine the initial hearing, which shall be held within 

(30) days after the filing of the indictment." Namely, 21 days after the statutory deadline had passed 

from the day the indictment was filed to the initial hearing. With this action, the court violated Article 

242, paragraph 4 of the KPCCK by scheduling the main trial. 

In principle, according to the CCPRK statutory provisions, the single trial judge or presiding trial 

judge shall commence the trial within one (1) month of the second hearing.31 Justice Today finds that 

265 days have elapsed from the date of the initial hearing on 14 March 2019 to 4 December 2019, 

and such an act tends to delay this litigation and is in violation with the Article 254 .5 5 of the CCPRK32 

Furthermore, on March 14, 2019, the initial hearing in this criminal case was held, with a total of 

330 days elapsed from the date of the initial extensive hearing to the day of the last hearing on 

February 7, 2020. According to the Article 314 1.2 1.2 of the CCPRK it is stated that “If the main trial 

is held before the trial panel, the main trial shall be completed within one hundred and twenty (120) 

days.33 Whereas in the same Article in paragraph 3 of the CCPRK it is stated that “The main trial may 

be extended for thirty (30) days”.34 In principle, based on the CCPRK statutory provisions, a trial led by 

a trial panel must be completed within 120 days, where the law allows the court a further 30 days in 

cases where it receives a well-reasoned ruling that additional time is needed for the cases foreseen 

by the CCPRK.35 In this case, as mentioned above, a full 305 days have passed, and the case is still 

in the initial stages of the trial. Based on these findings, more than half the timeframe for its 

completion has passed. Although the courts face numerous problems in their performance and 

sometimes even without the will of the judges who handle these cases, thus it should be recalled that 

the Veterans case is one of the main cases in the justice system and the court should prioritize this 

case and stop the delaying its trial. 

 

- The violation of Article 467 of the CCPRK that provides the conditions for the imposition of a 

temporary measure for securing a legal property claim 

 

The SPRK in both the first indictment and the improved one, filed on 7 December 2018, as well 

as the Initial Session of 14 March 2019, had requested the imposition of a provisional measure on 

the provision of legal property claims. The same, based on article 49 par.1 point 1.1, article 459 and 

article 467 par. 1 and 2 as well as Article 469 of the CCPRKK had proposed to the court to issue a 

                                                           
31 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo Article 285 par 2, 28.12.2012 (available at: 
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861 ) 
32 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo Article 254 par 5, 28.12.2012 (available at: 
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861 
33 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo Article 314 par 3, 28.12.2012 (available at: 
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861) 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 

https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861
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measure for securing a legal property claim through which to order the MLSW to suspend the payment 

of pensions to 19,500 beneficiaries of "Veteran Fighter" status, until the conclusion of the criminal 

proceedings. At the hearing of 14 March 2019, after reading the indictment, the Court considered the 

request for the issuance of the temporarz measure for securing the legal property claim, proposed by 

the SPRK and with the ruling number PKR.nr.230 / 18 of 26.03.2019, the presiding judge Judge 

Nushe Kuka-Mekaj rejected it.36 

In relation to this decision, the SPRK has filed an objection against this ruling in the Basic Court 

of Pristina. However, the Review Panel of this court, by ruling under the mark “KP.nr.712 / 2019”, 

dated 10.04.2019, rejected the demand of SPRK against the decision PKR.nr. 230/2019, dated 

26.03.2019.37 In the ruling dated 26 March 2019 which rejected the request for temporary measures, 

it is stated that in the present case, concerning the request for the imposition of a temporary measure 

of the property, whose purpose is to namely not further damage the state budget of the Republic of 

Kosovo, it is not directed to the defendants but to the MLSW, which has the capacity of a third party, 

the court has concluded that the legal requirements for setting the proposed measure are not met.38 

Justice Today considers that this ruling is illegal for the following reasons. Firstly, the court in 

reaching this decision has assessed that: “according to Article 458 of the CCPRK it is foreseen that 

during the criminal proceedings with the proposal of the authorized persons the legal property claim 

which is an object of a criminal offense, can be adducted and may include a compensation for damage, 

restitution of property or cancellation of a particular legal action. It also states in the decision of the 

court that under Article 459, paragraphs 1 and 2, that “A person entitled to bring such a claim in civil 

proceedings may submit a proposal for the realization of a legal property claim in criminal proceedings. 

If the property of public, state or socially owned property has been damaged by a criminal offense, the 

competent authority or person empowered by law to take care of the protection of such property may 

participate in criminal proceedings in accordance with its authorizations according to the law”. 

Accordingly, the court has assessed that the SPRK is legally regarded as a competent body having 

legal authority to bring a legal request against the defendants in criminal proceedings if it considers 

that it is an object of the criminal offense, for which the defendants are charged, and has resulted in 

damaging the property owned by the public, state or socially owned; an interpretation that Justice 

Today fully supports. Therefore, the first condition for the approval of this request is fulfilled because 

it complies with the legal provisions of Article 49 par.1.1 which states: “State Prosecutors are 

authorized to represent the public interest before the courts of the Republic of Kosovo and request 

the court to order measures in accordance with this Code of Criminal Procedure”. 39  Thus, the 

legitimacy of the Prosecutor has been confirmed and the first legal criterion has been met. 

Secondly, in reaching its decision, the court has provided that according to Article 460, 

paragraphs 1, 2, 3 of the CCPRK, “the proposal for the realization of a legal property request in criminal 

proceedings shall be submitted to the competent authority to which the complaint has been filed, or 

before the court where the procedure is taking place. This has not been contested since the request 

was filed in the court where the case is being tried. 

The court further cites the Article 467, paragraph 1 of the CCPRK, that “provisional measures for 

securing the property claim may be ordered according to the provisions of the Law on Enforcement 

                                                           
36 Basic Court of Prishtina - Ruling of the Basic Court with number Pkr.no.230 / 18 dated 26 March 2019, 
37 Basic Court of Prishtina - Ruling of the Basic Court No. KP.nr.712 / 2019, dated 10 April 2019. 
38 Oath of Justice, "Court Rejects Special Prosecution's Request for Suspension of Pensions for 19,500 Veterans", April 1, 2019 ( available at: 
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/gjykata-refuzon-kerkesen-e-prokurorise-speciale-per-pezullimin-e-pensioneve-per-19-500-veterane/ ). 
39 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 49 par 1.1. , July 13, 2012, (available at: 
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=283 ) 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/gjykata-refuzon-kerkesen-e-prokurorise-speciale-per-pezullimin-e-pensioneve-per-19-500-veterane/
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=283
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Proceedings, and then continued the argument by citing the Law on Contested Procedure as well, 

specifically Article 297. According to this Article, “for the issuance of a security measure for a request, 

it is foreseen that two legal requirements must be met in a cumulative manner. The first condition is 

that the proposer of the request makes the existence of his claim or his subjective credible, while the 

second condition is that the court argues that there is a risk that without such a measure the opposing 

party could make the realization of his claim impossible, especially by the alienation of his property, 

by concealing it, by charging it, or by any other means which would alter the existing state of affairs 

or in any other way negatively affect the proposers rights”. Further the court then shares the reasoning 

that: “regarding to the fact that the request for the grant of a measure of securing a legal claim by the 

accused body in the instant case is not directed against the defendants but against the Ministry of 

Labor and Social Welfare - The Department for the Families of Martyrs, War Invalids and Civilian 

Victims, which has the capacity of a third party, in the present case provisions from Article 469 of the 

CCPRK in connection with Article 297, paragraph 1, point a. and b and Article 301 of the LCP are to 

be applied”. 

Justice Today considers that the SPRK in this case has provided clear reasons to back up its 

request, baring in mind the fact that a significant number of persons enjoying "Veteran Fighter" status 

as a result of Commission decisions do not meet the legal requirements. And since they enjoy this 

status, the damage of the country's budget goes to € 3,315.00 per month. In addition, if such a 

situation is proved, the damage that would be caused would be irreparable. Secondly, since prohibition 

of money distribution to persons suspected of being fake veterans was not enforced, if such a situation 

is established, it will be impossible to recover such funds to the budget. of the state due to the 

economic situation in the country and other factors. 

Whereas, according to the following part of the argument offered by the court, this request was 

filed against the third party and not the defendants, therefore the same was not upheld. Justice Today 

considers that such a form of legal interpretation should not be applied in the present case since in 

this case the court in its decision has completely neglected the fact that this decision continues to 

damage the budget of the Republic of Kosovo on a monthly basis with around € 3,315.00 because 

veterans' pensions suspected to be fake continue to be paid through MLSW, which in this case is an 

executive rather than a decision-making body, much less a third party in the proceedings. Moreover, 

this reasoning of the court shows the inability of the judiciary to take care of the protection of public 

money, namely the protection of the state budget from the misuse and loss of millions of euros. At the 

same time, the court by this decision allowed the abuse of the state budget in an ongoing form, even 

knowing that some veterans' pensions are suspected to be illegally distributed and if proved so, it 

would be impossible to return to the state budget; a condition that must be met if such a measure is 

required.40 

Consequently, the court has failed to stop the state budget abuse by refusing to impose the 

security measure until the end of the trial and a final decision is issued on the offenses allegedly 

committed. Should the court approve the claim, none of the suspected veterans would be harmed 

because if they failed to prove the offense, they would receive their pensions retroactively. However, 

if the commission of suspected offenses is proved, with the approval of the request for imposition of 

a security measure, it would only aid preserving the state budget from continued abuse, which 

unfortunately did not occur. 

                                                           
40 Prishtina Basic Court- Serious Crimes Department, Ruling no. Pkr.nr.230/18 date 04.12.2019 
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Nevertheless, taking into consideration that the objects that are obtained through the criminal 

offense are to be found in the third party, in this case the money through MLSW is given on a monthly 

basis to the persons who are suspected to have acquired unlawful status as “ Veteran Fighter ”, and 

the pension they receive is alleged by the prosecution to be the property obtained by the commission 

of the offense by the accused persons, thus the result of the offense alleged to have been committed; 

consequently it is considered that the other condition for the submission of this measure is fulfilled. 

Consequently, when analyzing the court's decision, it is noticed that it is contradictory in itself and is 

not justified in any respect. 

 

- The violation of the Article 223 of the CCPRK which restricts the publication of witnesses’ names 

 

During the main trial of this case, the Presiding Judge, at the hearing on 4 December 2019 

and the one on 6 February 2020, issued a decision restricting the photographing, television recording 

of the parts where the testimony of witnesses was given and the reporting of witnesses' testimony was 

prohibited, also civil society monitors and international actors were told to publish witness names only 

with initials. This court ruling is considered to be unlawful as in this case we are not dealing with a 

protected witness or a cooperative witness; the situations set out in Article 223 of the CCPRK, which 

makes it clear when the publication of the witnesses’ names in a court case may be restricted. 

In view of this situation, the court has failed to justify the aforementioned decision since it is 

considered that such a prohibition, if it were necessary, would have to be supported and justified in 

accordance with Article 223 para. 1 of the CCPRK, by which the criteria for issuing anonymity of 

witnesses at a court hearing are clarified. However, this provision allows for the restriction and non-

disclosure of the identity of witnesses only in cases where such witnesses enjoy the status of protected 

or co-operative witnesses and as proposed by the defendants. While, the decision of the judge in 

question does not in any way rely on the legal reasons required by this legal provision, so we consider 

this decision to be unfounded and unjustified. Moreover, prior to the examination of these witnesses, 

no defense counsel of the accused or other parties in the proceedings had been requested not to 

publish their names and disclosure. Therefore, as required by the provisions of Article 222 par.1 and 

223 par.3 sub.1-3 CCK, these criteria for such detention have not been met. 

In addition, Justice Today observes that no provision of the CCPRK prohibits the publication of 

witnesses’ names and their statements by the media, except in the conditions set forth above, and 

that such position of the judge is unfounded and unjustified. At the same time, the ruling of the court 

dated 04.12.2019 states that it relies on the legal provisions of the CCPRK art. 301 par. 3 and Article 

330.41 However, based on these provisions the court has failed to justify the legality of this decision, 

mainly because these legal provisions do not justify the prohibition on the publication of evidence and 

the prohibition on the publication of witness names. More precisely, Article 301 par 3 states: 

“Photographing, filming, television recording and other recordings other than the official recording of 

the main trial shall be permitted unless the single trial judge or presiding judge restricts photography, 

filming, television recording or other recordings. with a reasoned written decision.” Having carefully 

analyzed the provision in question, we note that this article does not in any circumstances specify a 

prohibition on the publication of the names of either the defendants or the witnesses of a case. Even 

the comment of the CCPRK clarifies this provision by which it states that “The records under judicial 

                                                           
41Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo article 301 par.3, 28.12.2012 (available at 
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861 ) 

https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDocumentDetail.aspx?ActID=2861
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review referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article shall in principle be permitted. Limitation of such 

recordings is made by the single trial judge or presiding trial judge in a reasoned written decision. The 

limitation of registration is about a concrete consideration. A reasonable cause for limitation of 

registration may be the fact that the accused or witness refuses to testify in front of the camera; if 

registration adversely affects the concentration of any procedural participant; when interrogating a 

minor, etc.”42 However, as noted above, the witnesses in this case have never stated that they refuse 

to testify in front of the camera or that they are against publishing their names. Whereas, on the ground 

that under Article 330 which deals with the manner of questioning a witness or expert without the 

presence of other witnesses, it is stated that: “In principle, a witness who has not been examined, is 

not present during the examination of evidence and the expert who has not yet given his opinion and 

opinion may not be present at the hearing until the other expert gives his statement on the same 

matter." the point of this article is not to prohibit the publication of witness statements, much less to 

prohibit the publication of names of witnesses with initials. 

To conclude, the court has failed to justify the legal basis for not publishing the statements 

and the decision to publish the names of witnesses only with initials. Despite all this, although the 

hearings are public, somehow they are becoming closed to the public, especially in high profile cases 

such as this one. This is disturbing and unacceptable because it breaks all the principles of a 

transparent judgment and undermines public confidence in the justice system. 

 

 

Supreme Court Decision Concerning the Conflict of Jurisdiction of the Serious Crimes Department and 

the Special Department of Basic Court in Prishtina 

 

With the establishment of the Special Department at the Basic Court in Prishtina and the Court 

of Appeals, as a separate department to handle all cases falling under the jurisdiction of the KSF, 

doubts arose as to whether this case should continue to be dealt in the Serious Crimes Department 

or to move to the newly established Special Department in the Basic Court. In this regard, the Court of 

Appeals on 29.08.2019 submitted a request to the Supreme Court of the Republic of Kosovo for 

guidance on the subject matter jurisdiction, namely whether this case should be proceeded to the 

Serious Crimes Department or in the Special Department of the Basic Court in Prishtina. The Supreme 

Court of the Republic of Kosovo on 25.09.2019 issued its opinion that the case should continue to be 

processed in the Serious Crimes Department.43 

More specifically, the Supreme Court, in a general hearing held on September 25, 2019, by a majority 

vote of the judges present, decided that if the Special Department of the Court of Appeals annuls the 

case of the Serious Crimes Department that was in the jurisdiction of the SPRK, and returns it for 

retrial and adjudication, depending on the concrete case, in a situation where the case is dismissed 

due to substantial violations of the criminal procedure provisions in which the violation was found at 

the initial hearing and to eliminate the violation an initial trial must be held, the Special Department is 

                                                           
42 Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)  GmbH and Ejup Sahiti / Rexhep Murati / Xhevdet Elshani,, Commentary on the 
Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 301 par 3 December 2014 (available at: http://jus.igjk.rks-
gov.net/486/1/Komentari_Kodi%20i%20Procedures%20Penal.pdf 
43Justice Today, "Veterans' case remains under the jurisdiction of the Serious Crime Department", September 27, 2019 (available at: 
http://www.rolpik.org/rasti-veteranet-mbetet-ne-kompetence-te-departamentit-per-krime-te-renda/    

http://jus.igjk.rks-gov.net/486/1/Komentari_Kodi%20i%20Procedures%20Penal.pdf
http://jus.igjk.rks-gov.net/486/1/Komentari_Kodi%20i%20Procedures%20Penal.pdf
http://www.rolpik.org/rasti-veteranet-mbetet-ne-kompetence-te-departamentit-per-krime-te-renda/
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in charge of adjudication, and in all other cases in which it is found that the initial hearing does not 

need to be held, the Serious Crimes Department of the relevant Basic Court is in charge.44 

Consequently, the second situation explained in the opinion of the Supreme Court applies in 

the present case since the original hearing was held in this case and therefore the case continues 

within the Serious Crimes Department. Whereas, in addition, the Supreme Court held that upon the 

entry into force of the Law on Courts (Law no. 06 / L-054), the cases of SPRK, for which no initial 

hearing has yet been held, will be transferred to the Special Department for trail. The cases for which 

the initial hearing has been held will continue to be heard in the respective courts until their conclusion. 

Through this interpretation, the Supreme Court has clarified the way it deals with cases that 

may be in the same situation. This is because the Special Department has jurisdiction over all cases 

that fall under the competence of the SPRK. However, since the SPRK has existed before and the 

Serious Crimes Department in all courts of the Republic of Kosovo has had jurisdiction over the cases 

of this prosecution, the clarification made in the present case facilitates and offers the possibility to 

process many cases without the same situation, preventing the suspicion of subject competence. 

 

Conclusion and recommendations 

 

In this research, we have analyzed the initial steps taken by the SPRK and the Basic Court in 

Prishtina in the case known as “Fake Veterans”. This case has been recognized as one of the leading 

cases in recent years. According to this year's Progress Report, the Kosovo judicial system is at an 

early stage. Kosovo has made little progress in this area through important legislative reforms in the 

rule of law field and in the investigation and prosecution of high-level cases, nevertheless corruption 

is widespread and remains a matter of concern.45 

This case is particularly noteworthy since it deals with high-profile persons who are suspected 

of having been aware that they are violating the law, however they have granted certain persons the 

status of “Veteran Fighters”, even though they did not fulfill the requirements. It is worth noting that in 

this case we are dealing with former prime ministers, former generals, former MPs and former 

ministers. 

From the findings of this analysis, worrisome is the fact that pensions are not banned for 

persons who illegally benefit from the state budget pensions as "Veteran Fighter" every month. Also, 

of concern is the Court's indifferent attitude in this regard, referring to the fact that the request was 

not directed to the defendants but to a third party (in this case MLSW). This action allowed the state 

budget to be further damaged. 

 

From the findings, we give the following recommendations: 

 

-      Justice Today calls on the case's prosecutors to provide sufficient evidence during the main trial 

that could specify how each of the defendants individually fulfilled the elements of the criminal 

offenses for which they were charged. For the same, it is recommended to focus on creating a more 

precise prosecution act during the main trial. 

                                                           
44 Justice Today, "Veterans' case remains under the jurisdiction of the Serious Crime Department", September 27, 2019 (available at: 
http://www.rolpik.org/rasti-veteranet-mbetet-ne-kompetence-te-departamentit-per-krime-te-renda/ 
45 European Commission, "Country Report on Kosovo for 2019", Brussels, 29.5.2019,( lavailable at: https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-

enlargement/sites/near/files/20190529-kosovo-report.pdf) 

http://www.rolpik.org/rasti-veteranet-mbetet-ne-kompetence-te-departamentit-per-krime-te-renda/
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/20190529-kosovo-report.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/20190529-kosovo-report.pdf
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-     The Department of Serious Crimes of the Basic Court of Prishtina should handle this case with 

priority, as the damage allegedly caused to the Kosovo budget and which continues to be inflicted on 

it is enormous. Therefore, every delay in this case would permanently damage the Kosovo budget. 

-    Justice Today invites the judge of the case to respect all legal provisions in her sentences and not 

exceed them. Decisions such as the decision to refuse the SPRK request to impose a security measure 

should be avoided altogether since they cause irreparable damage. 

-    Justice Today invites the case judge to comply with all the provisions of the CCPRK to avoid issuing 

ungrounded and unlawful rulings that would directly affect the reduction of the transparency and 

accountability of the judiciary, as in the case of the decision to publish the names of case witnesses 

only with initials. 

-    Justice Today recommends the Basic Court in Pristina to pay particular attention to all other cases 

targeted for visa liberalization in addition to this case. These cases should be treated as a priority by 

the courts and prosecution offices in order not to delay the judicial trial and respect the legal deadlines 

set by the CCPRK. This would mark a major improvement in the justice system in Kosovo. 

 


